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Abstract 
Though the sculptures do not represent Roman emperors, they depict Jupiter, the supreme god of the Romans, suggesting the 
idea of all-mighty emperor. They are a more direct example – compared to other sculptures of divinities – of political 
propaganda through the means of image. Moreover, by some of its versions, these representations also refer to the future 
images of Christ, from Christian art. Consequently, the old and the new are intertwined again, Late Antiquity catching the 
moment in which the old image acquires new symbolic connotation. 
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1. Introduction  
1.1 A provincial art...  
Sculpture on the territory of Romania after the Roman Conquest is a provincial art, with features closely 
connected to ”the albums” of the models from the ateliers of the artistic centres from Asia Minor, Greece and 
Italy, which we know about that they circulated in the provinces of the Empire, almost homogenizing works, at 
least at a conceptual level, afterwards they were jelled by each sculptor. Moreover, the sculptor himself was a 
very important factor who imprinted specific features to provincial works; the sculptors that worked in Dacia 
were not Greeks, but Italians, therefore the works that managed to survive until today definitely have the 
fingerprint of art from North Italy. Last, but not least, the undisclosed partner – represented by associations and 
town councils or, in the case of individual people, by a trier or a soldier, on the territory of the provinces Trajan 
Dacia and Scythia Minor (nowadays Dobrogea) – ingrained a specific feature to artifacts.  
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1.2 ...To support propaganda 
Furthermore, at that time, the author of the work was not the artist, but the undisclosed partner who paid 
for it, thus coming into prominence with one’s artistic ideological vision, thus power manipulates art... The role 
of imperial political propaganda was also visible at the level of the deities’ cult statues, even if we do not speak 
about deferential art (just like in the case of funerary sculpture) – such as that represented by the statues of 
emperors. Consequently, we deal with the practice, or at least, with the existence of Roman art on our territory, 
not only at an official level, but also at a private one. Implicitly, political propaganda activated – even if 
indirectly – also at the level of autochthonous people, shaping the culture of the people from this area. Even if we 
refer to private statuary and these examples have their own role of proofs of the penetration of the new styles 
launched at Rome and of their spreading on the territory of the provinces, of the features of Roman art, of the 
interest for portraits, of the step-by-step evolution towards psychological portrait – even among civil population, 
undisclosed partners that were not part of the imperial family this time. Thus, political propaganda acted at all 
levels, according to the official pattern, an original art emerged in local ateliers, marked by other influences (for 
example, in Scythia Minor, there is the Greek influence).    
  
2. Sculpture representing Jupiter 
2.1 The field of religious sculpture  
The cult statues of deities were created for the cellae of the temples. These do not represent official art, 
but for the provinces – including the two from the territory of Romania –, they are a proof of the existence of the 
Roman religion in this area. In most cases, we speak about replicas lacking originality or imitations, sometimes 
not so well-done from a stylistic point of view, in other situations accurately made, all seen as prototypes of the 
Greek-Roman world. They manage to become valuable in the eyes of the viewers through the clarity of artistic 
expression and through customization in terms of hypostases, garments, features. Consequently, it is the retrieval 
of those well-known attitudes, symbols and attributes that create the force of religion; practically, we speak about 
religious sculpture which does not suppose very much innovation concerning this series of examples 
representative for classic icon patterns. Regarding bas-relief, the large number of cult reliefs (most of them were 
pieces of work created locallyocal) is due to the demand of the Romanized Dacians which saw – in some Roman 
deities – local deities (the Thracian-Dacian Bendis represented as Diana, for example). 
 The assimilation – through parallelism or aesthetic analogy – of foreign deities (Greek, oriental and then 
of all the conquered people integrated in the Empire) with those having an Italian origin, of the basic Roman 
Pantheon, gave birth to an entire pantheon composed of Roman deities, integrated among the deities of some neo-
Roman regions. (The discovery of autochthonous deities that surely existed on the territory of Romania is almost 
impossible, for they were dressed in the cloth of the so-called interpretatio romana, this is why former local 
deities cannot be easily recognized.)   
  
2.2 Features of sculpture representing Jupiter  
Concerning the sculptures dedicated to deities, those addressed to Jupiter were, among all, those that 
were directly connected with the cult of the emperor – the official religion of the entire Empire – in the provinces, 
this was a sign of the loyalty to the Roman Empire.    
 In the province of Dacia, the statues of Jupiter are the most frequently met, in different hypostases, all 
showing the supreme god according to the models launched by the classic Greek art of Zeus: a true powerful 
man, still full-blooded, having a curly beard and wavy hair. A valuable example of the hypostasis the Olimpian 
Jupiter  is the statue having a monumental force, neatly worked in the version Tronans from Apulum (Alba Iulia) 
(after the model created by Fidias for the temple from Olimpia, known from the replica placed in the Museum of 
Vatican, ”Jupiter Verospi” and from the Bust ”Jupiter Otricoli”, in the same museum). In the representation from 
Apulum, the god is seated on his throne, dressed in a mantle (the folds are realistically rendered, following the 
position of the knees) whose end falls on his shoulders and covers the bottom part of the body, leaving his 
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athletic torso uncovered, having correctly drawn, individualized muscles, Fig. 1. (a). It has 170cm height and it 
probably dates from the end of the IInd century A.D. (B lu , 1980). The representation is geometrical, with right 
angles, emphasizing the superiority of the character. The presence of his attributes: the scepter hold in his hand 
(now missing) and the eagle (preserved), suggest the all-mighty emperor. At Apulum, also, there are other statues 
of Jupiter Tronans, the provincial character is felt especially by the mechanical resumption of some patterns 
which suggest stiffness and hieratism, but they all release, by the synthetic way of expressing forms – preserving 
its robustness – the same impression of monumentality, which the more reduced dimensions, in this case, do not 
recommend; among these, the one that we have illustrated, Fig. 1. (b), found in Teiu  (the County of Alba) (but 
probably brought here from Apulum), is 71cm heigh, it is made of limestone and it shows Jupiter seated on a 
simple throne, having schematic muscles, holding a patera in his hand and an eagle at his feet; it is a typically 
provincial work, from the IInd-IIIrd centuries A.D. (Moga, 1974). A headless statue, having an eagle placed at 
the feet, comes from Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa; other examples of this version were found at Gherla (the 
County of  Cluj), Criste ti (the County of Mure ).  
 This version of the representation, Tronans (which is not found in the the statuary from the southern part 
of the Carpathians) (Gramatopol, 2000), is the one which overwhelms by the impression of absolute ruler of the 
world of gods and of that of mortals, the position and attitude hieratism make us think about the almighty Roman 
emperors, also found in the old hypostasis of the heavenly Emperor from the painting and mosaic of Christian art. 
Thus, the supreme god of the pantheon is the protective deity of the state and of the emperor, his cult having an 
official character in the Empire.  
 The second version of this situation, the one called Fulminans or Tonans, is illustrated by a limestone 
fragmented statue found at Apulum, Fig. 1. (c), having a height of 97cm, a late provincial work (probably dating 
from the period of the Severs, if not from the period of the military Anarchy) (O a, 2007), well-made. Being 
represented nude, covered only in the cloak thrown on the left shoulder, the god holds a bunch of thunders in one 
hand, while in the other (broken) hand, he probably held the sceptre, people made analogies with works from 
Gallia, Germany, Italy. Furthermore, the same version is met in a bronze statuette from Potaissa, of good quality, 
in which the god, represented nude, having a shapely body with a laurel wreath on his head, has a pathetic look, 
of Hellenistic origin ( eposu-Marinescu & Pop, 2002), and in his right hand, he holds the specific attribute for 
this version: the lightening.  
                                       
              Fig. 1. (a) Jupiter Tronans, Apulum;            (b) Jupiter Tronans, Apulum;                      (c) Jupiter Tonans, Apulum 
 
Jupiter in the hypostasis of The Olimpian Jupiter is also illustrated in bas-relief, in the version 
Fulminans or Tonans: a relief having a provincial character from Gherla is Jupiter with the ox. 
 Jupiter Pater is the Olimpian version in which the god brings libation on an altar: a statue from 
Sucidava (Celei, the County of Olt) also has the robe which leaves a naked arm and the sceptre held in the left 
hand – just like in the representation of  Jupiter Tronans –, but the god is represented here not sitting on the 
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throne, but standing. In bas-relief, this version is illustrated in the votive tablets from Oltenia or from Scythia 
Minor (at Tomis – Constan a), Jupiter is with Juno on a car (Romula – Re ca, the County of Olt). 
 The second hypostasis showing this deity in ronde bosse is Jupiter Dolichenus – represented as a 
powerful man, dressed in lorica graeca and wearing a helmet, holding another attribute specific to this god in his 
right hand: the double ax – as it is in a marble statue from the IIIrd century A.D. (Florescu, 1980), provincial, of 
good quality, of the god standing up on an ox, at endreni (the County of Gala i), or, again on an ox, at Surducu 
Mare (the County of Cara -Severin). A marble statuette of Jupiter Dolichenus from Am r tii de Jos (the County 
of Dolj), of 27cm heigh (Sanie, 1981), actually belongs to a relief. It is a qualitative work, showing interest for 
proportions and there are recognizable cloth details, caught with naturalistic accuracy – a Phrygian cap, a lorica, a 
tunic and a kilt, paludamentum, weapons – the gladius at his hip, even the fibula on his shoulder and also 
anatomical details: the plastic eyeball, the mustache, the hair curls which flow beneath the cap on his head, the 
short beard separated at the middle. The hands with attributes are missing and also the legs below the knees. A 
bronze statuette from Ili ua (the County of Bistri a-N s ud) has his right hand up and probably holding an 
attribute with his left hand (the hand is missing) and being also fragmented (the lower part of the body is also 
missing) (the end of the Ist century – the first decades of the Iind century A.D.) ( eposu-Marinescu & Pop, 
2002). The representation has a Phrygian cap, similar to a crest’s shape, with an original crown, with 7 bumps 
(leaves?) and a ball between these two (an unique case, probably connected with the cosmic character of the 
Dolichenian cult, this god was called aeternus and rubricist in inscriptions). Therefore, the geoid appears as a 
symbol of this god’s domination over this world, an analogy can be made with the geoid as an imperial symbol 
that appeared starting with  Caesar and Augustus (Isac, 1971). The god is here represented (at Ili ua) in a high-
quality work, with details of the strong face, expressing the intensity of inner states of mind (the threat). The 
specificity of the work is given by the carefully represented military costume, having a Phrygian cap, a short 
sleeve tunica, lorica with thorax and kilt, with ornamental details (of the cordon from the cuirasa). From the 
County of Dolj, from Desa comes a bronze statuette of the god in the same hypostasis, being inferior from an 
artistic point of view: the work is executed rudimentary, there is no face expressiveness, but the details of the face 
are well marked – the shaped pupils, the mustache and the beard divided –, and also military Roman garments. 
Having a similar position and a style which does not respect proportions (the head is outrageously big) is a 
bronze statuette found at Porolissum (Moigrad, the County of  S laj), of 9,6cm (Gudea & Tamba, 2001), 
fragmented (the missing elements are the two-blade axe, the arm and the palm of the left hand, the foot of the 
right leg, the pedestal). But it is very well captured the contrapost position, the god leaning his body weight on 
his right leg, the left one is normally bent and correctly modeled from an anatomic point of view; the details of 
the face are clearly distinguished, having a beard and curly hair, ornaments of the tunica, lorica, the dagger 
sheath. A large head also attracts the attention (30cm) (Sanie, 1981) of the god which comes from Drobeta: the 
same Phrygian cap, the same curly hair, the same divided beard.  
In bas-relief, Jupiter Dolichenus is sometimes accompanied by Juno sitting on a he-goat, or by Cabires 
Doliheni, the warrior riders: bronze tablets (Apulum), a funerary stele (in Scythia Minor, near Callatis – 
Mangalia, the County of Constan a). 
 Finally, the third hypostasis of Jupiter illustrated in statuary is Jupiter Turmasgada, the god is 
represented with an eagle holding an individual from the species of Cervidae in the claws. On the territory of 
Romania, there are two monuments which represent only the fragment with the eagle having its spread wings 
(Romula). 
 Other hypostases of this deity reached today only as reliefs (not in statuary): Jupiter Zbelsurdus and 
Jupiter Amon – this represented with beard and mature features, having ram horns, Fig. 2. (a). Bas-reliefs with 
the syncretistic situation Jupiter Sabazios (Sabazios is a Thracian-Phrygian god assimilated to Dionysos) exist at 
Tibiscum – Jupa, the County of Cara -Severin, and also at Fântânele (the County of Constan a) – in this case, the 
god brings libation on an altar, Fig. 2. (b). 
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                                    Fig. 2. (a) Jupiter Amon, Apulum;                                     (b) Jupiter Sabazios, Fântânele 
 
3. Instead of Conclusions 
In general, as far as the evolution of the entire sculpture on the territory of Romania is concerned, from 
Antiquity to the beginning of the Middle Ages, one cannot draw too many and clear conclusions, given the small 
number of these works of art which survived and managed to reach our times (in most cases, kept, but not very 
well preserved): systematic despoliations and recycling, the destructions from old times or from the modern 
period, trade with spread antiquities defraude us for the most valuable works which have surely existed. 
Moreover, it is a debatable topic the context in which a statue was contemplated at that time (if it was in a square 
or in an alcove – and in most situations, we do not know for sure where they were placed), for a statue of an 
emperor or of a god was connected to the environment where it was placed, thus having spacial relevance which 
nowadays matters very much in contemporary arts. Furthermore, the works that reached our time have different 
origins and different degrees concerning their quality which varies from true masterpieces to works which are not 
so accomplished, artistically speaking.  
 But one thing is obvious: political propaganda through the means of artistic representations preservs its 
force, even at this level of an art which is not necessarily official (just like it was the aulic art represented by the 
statues of the emperors). If the representations of deities in general prove only an indirect political propaganda, 
indicating the existence of an official pantheon of the Roman Empire on the territory of our country, the statues 
and reliefs showing Jupiter, the supreme deity, directly referred to the emperor and his omnipotence, some 
hypostases are self-evident regarding the position and the defining attributes. Later, after the adoption of 
Christianity, some of these situations will be taken by Christian art in the representation of Jesus Christ, in this 
situation, political propaganda gave way to religious propaganda.  
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